
Zeus Arc™ Packaging – Manual
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ENGINEERED IN GERMANY

AUTOMOTIVE DNA

GOLDSINK TECHNOLOGY™

MARKINGS CERTIFICATE STATEMENT
Federal 
Communications 
Comission

Conformité Européenne
(European Conformity)

Waste Electrical and 
Electronic Equipment 
Directive (WEEE Directive)

Restriction of Hazardous
Substances in Electronic 
Equipment

This device complies with Part 15 of 
the FCC Rules. Operation  conditions: 
(1) this device may not cause 
harmful interference, and (2) this 
device must accept any    interference 
received, including interference that 
may cause undesired operation.

This device conforms with health, 
safety, and environmental protection 
standards for products sold within 
the European Economic Area.

This device is considered an electrical 
or electronic waste and should not be 
treated as household waste. The 
device should be disposed of through 
an established municipal collection 
point for WEEE.

This device complies with the 
regulations and restrictions of 
RoHS.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX WARRANTY

5x ZEUS Grime Sticks™ 

5x ZEUS Purify™ Bristle Cleaners 

1x Spacer

1x USB Charging Cable 

1x ZEUS Arc™

5x ZEUS Grime Wipes™ 
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1x  Flow Sink Tool

GETTING STARTEDWARRANTY

Remove the magnetic mouthpiece. Use ground botanical and fully load the 
heating chamber. 
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DEVICE GUIDE
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Details
The ZEUS Arc™ has a three-year (3-year) limited warranty and is guaranteed against defects 
in materials and workmanship. To verify the date of retail purchase by the original customer 
a proof of purchase is required from a sanctioned retailer. At its discretion and to the extent 
permitted by law, 2334271 Ontario limited (ZEUS™) will exchange the product with a product 
that is new, refurbished or is a functionally equivalent product, if the device develops any 
mechanical defects and a claim is filed within the warranty period. 

The following conditions apply:
•The 1st warranty replacement is free of charge.
•For every following warranty replacement, starting from the 2nd warranty replacement, a 
fee of $100 is required.
•The warranty period starts from the date of retail purchase and does not restart after a 
warranty claim has been issued.

The limited warranty does not apply to normal performance degradation of materials, parts 
vulnerable to wear and tear, the lithium-ion battery or any arising damages due to the users 
neglect to adhere to cleaning instructions. The battery is under warranty for a period of three 
(3) months from the date of retail purchase and is protected from any abnormal defects, 
which are not deemed as natural battery degradation. ZEUS™ shall not surmise any liability 
for damages resulting from non-adherence with the instruction manual.

All devices submitted for warranty become the property of ZEUS™. The customer covers the 
shipping costs for warranty support. If you have issues with your device, send an email to 
info@zeusarsenal.com and a customer service representative will contact you as early 
as possible to resolve the issue and find the best solution.

LED Status Interface

Power Button

Screen

Flow SinkHeat Sink

Magnetic Multi-Tool

Removable Magnetic Mouthpiece

Micro USB Charging Port

Heating Chamber

WARRANTY
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Exclusions and Limitations
The limited warranty only applies to devices manufactured by 2334271 Ontario limited 
(ZEUS™) that can be identified by the “ZEUS” trademark, trade name, or logo affixed to them 
and were purchased at an authorized retailer who is fulfilled by an authorized distributor.

This warranty does not apply to:
•Damage caused by abuse, misuse, accident, flood, fire, earthquake, or other external 
causes.
•Damage caused by the use of the product outside the intended function as described by 
ZEUS™.
•A part or product that has been altered to modify capability or functionality.
•Aesthetic damage, including but not restricted to dents, scratches, deformity, and parts 
broken through device usage.

Warranty is non-transferable and only applies to the original purchaser. If you have 
purchased through a 3rd party reseller such as eBay, Kijiji, Craigslist or any other unautho-
rized retailer than the warranty does not apply. ZEUS™ warranties only apply to devices 
purchased at any authorized retailer fulfilled by an authorized ZEUS™ distributor. For 
inquiries pertaining to authorized retailers, please contact us.

Any efforts to purposely dismantle, tamper or access the internal components of the device 
in any fashion will void the warranty.

Please note that the software pre-installed on the device and/or later iterations through 
updates or upgrade is licensed to you, not sold and for use as part of the product only.

Return Policy
Please research the device you are interested in before purchasing. Refunds can only be 

considered for new, unused and unopened products at the discretion and under the terms of 
the authorized retailer. Refund details and terms differ for each authorized retailer and must 
be acquired from their customer support or website. No refund can be made if the 
tamper-proof seal is broken or the plastic film is damaged or removed. Devices purchased 
through an unauthorized retailer are non-refundable from ZEUS™.

Counterfeiting
Our long-term commitment to combat unauthorized sales and counterfeiting is to ensure 
the quality of services from ZEUS™. ZEUS™ is devoted to ensuring that our clients get the 
brand's up-to-date technologies, attractive form, and top-tier assistance.
ZEUS™ warns consumers to be prudent when purchasing devices from unauthorized suppli-
ers as the quality, dependability, and safety of these products are unknown and, in some 
cases, can expose the consumer to hazards that do not occur with genuine ZEUS™ products.
ZEUS™ has a devoted team that actively tracks and inspects unauthorized suppliers and 
counterfeiters to safeguard clients and business partners. Because many people do not 
comprehend the worldwide influence of counterfeiting or the cycle of harm they assist when 
buying counterfeit goods. By discovering counterfeiters and facilitating legal action against 
these entities, we believe we are doing our part.

While ZEUS™ is dedicated to aiding victims of counterfeiting, we cannot refund money used 
to purchase infringing products, as these products were not bought from ZEUS™, neither 
can we help in resolving disputes, including support through PayPal or credit card refunds.-
from ZEUS™, nor do we assist with the resolution of disputes, including assistance with 
PayPal or credit card refunds.
Contact ZEUS™ support to learn more about authorized dealers, as any product purchased 
outside of our exclusive sales network runs the risk of being counterfeit and is not covered 
under our warranty.

UPDATING THE ARC USING THE ARC

Heating will then begin which is indicated   
by a pulsing blue LED.

Get updates to keep your Arc™ current, choose different temperature levels or some 

other cool modifications!

Step 1: Visit www.ZeusArsenal.com/update to download and install the latest version of 

ZEUS Update™ on your PC. 

Step 2: Watch the Video Tutorial on www.ZeusArsenal.com/update and follow the 

instructions to update your Arc™. 

Step 3:  Enjoy the new features of your updated device!
Hold the power button for 2 seconds to 
turn the device on/off. A long vibration 
indicates that the device is turned 
on/off.
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WARNINGS

Keep the ZEUS Arc™ and its components out of reach from children and pets.  

Do not open or touch internal parts when powered on, when hot, or in use.

Allow to cool before cleaning, stirring, opening or any direct interactions 

with internal heating components.

Do not disassemble or tamper with the internal components.

Do not use a damaged charger to charge the device.

Do not expose to extreme temperatures.

Do not store near heat sources.

Do not operate without the mouthpiece on the device.  

Do not use if damaged, broken or operating in an unusual manner. 

Do not use the ZEUS Arc™ if it becomes immersed in any liquid. 

Do not pour any liquids into the heating chamber

The ZEUS Arc™ holds a Lithium-ion battery and should be recycled or disposed of in 

accordance with local requirements to to prevent potential negative environmental 

and human health affects.
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Tamp down botanical to ensure a tight 
pack. 

Put the mouthpiece back in its place and 
make sure it is positioned correctly.
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LED STATUS INTERFACE

LED ACTION

Pulsing Red Indicates charging

Blinking Red Indicates low battery, shuts off shortly after

Solid Blue Indicates change in temperature levels

Pulsing Blue Indicates heating up

Solid Green Indicates the device is ready to use

Pulsing White Indicates cooling down

Blinking Yellow Indicates a possible malfunction

Solid Red Indicates battery level
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL

The device is ready to use when the LED 
status interface turns green. Proceed to 
take slow and long draws.

LEVEL 1
LEVEL 2
LEVEL 3

Push the power button to cycle in between  
temperature levels.

Remove the mouthpiece, Heat Sink, 
screen and magnetic multi-tool and 
place in a mix of ZEUS Purify™ or 
ethyl alcohol for a maximum of 30 
minutes.

Insert the Flow Sink Tool inside the 
bottom of the air path and push in order 
to remove the Flow Sink. Once cleaned, 
replace the Flow Sink parts through the 
top of the heating chamber.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL TOOL 

The magnetic multi-tool can be used to 
stir and pack the botanical within the 
heating chamber.

The mouthpiece also serves as an 
extension for the magnetic multi-tool. 
Connect the end of the tool with the 
magnetic power button to extend it.

WARNING: Do not scratch the chamber’s 
walls with the tool or any other sharp 
objects.

30M
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CLEANING THE ARC

Break a ZEUS Grime Stick™ to release 
the enclosed ethyl alcohol and clean the 
heating chamber with the opposite end.

Swipe clean with the ZEUS Grime Wipes™; 
allow chamber to dry completely before 
use.

WARNING:  Do not pour alcohol onto the 
ZEUS Arc™ under any circumstances, 
doing so will void the warranty.
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CHARGING THE ARC

Remove the magnetic multi-tool and 
safely stash on top of the magnetic 
mouthpiece during charging. 

Plug the provided micro USB cable into 
any standard USB adapter and connect 
to the charging port. When the ZEUS 
Arc™ has finished charging, all LED 
lights will be solid red.
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

To check battery level during operation, 
shake the device twice during use. The 
LED status interface will display the 
level in red.

When ZEUS Arc™ does not detect 
motion for 30 seconds, the cool-down 
feature will activate to save battery; the 
LED status interface pulses white to 
indicate cool-down. 

30S
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Once your ZEUS Iceborn™ is prepared, 
attach the whip to the adapter. Enjoy the 
enhanced vapor quality with massive 
clouds and smooth cool draws through 
ice filtration.

The Iceborn Adapter is also compatible 
with most standard glassware; 14mm 
and 18mm diameters are both supported. 
 
  WARNING: Handle with care when using 
with glassware.
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2.5M

The ZEUS Arc™ continues to cool down 
for 2.5 minutes and shuts off unless 
motion is detected.

Z Z
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The unit automatically shuts off after 
10 minutes of continuous use.

ICEBORN ADAPTER (NOT INCLUDED)

Switch the mouthpiece with the Iceborn 
Adapter.

To use less botanical, place the spacer 
at the bottom of the heating chamber.

NOTE: The Iceborn Adapter is sold separately, 
get yours now at www.ZeusArsenal.com.  

 

Material/Thickness: + 128 gm Art paper.
Matte laminate on both sides.
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